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Under ESA leadership, European space industry develops top-notch space
technologies that enable amazing missions to discover the Universe,
understand our environment, navigate, communicate, educate and save
lives. These technologies also find their way back to Earth and into the
most diverse applications, from healthcare to transport, from sport to
entertainment – and many more areas of our daily lives.
Europe’s Galileo satellite navigation system, for instance, will provide
unsurpassed accuracy, and it is already spurring its own ever-growing
business area, with hundreds of start-up companies basing their businesses
on Galileo’s ground-breaking technology.

INTRODUCTION

Rosetta is another source of new technology. Following its historic comet
landing, its technology is bringing new business opportunities to Earth.
An ESA BIC start-up is now developing a tool to hunt down bed bugs in
hotels, and another transfer is using Philae’s lightweight-leg technology to
improve advanced industrial machinery tools.
Proba-V’s high-speed camera, with its infrared sensor for monitoring
vegetation from space and combating famine in Africa, is now being
adapted to spot changes in human skin cells, invisible to the naked eye, to
help diagnose early-stage skin diseases like cancer.
ESA’s investments in space deliver invaluable insights and knowledge to us
all, and they help to secure Europe’s competitiveness in the global market by
delivering leading-edge technologies, enabling new start-ups and creating
jobs, plus inspiring a generation of young people to embrace science.
It is more important than ever to understand that continued investment
in space research is key to keeping Europe at the forefront of technological
innovation. Together, we are investing in Earth’s future.

Franco Ongaro
ESA Director of Technical and Quality Management
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BIC Sweden

EUROPEAN NETWORKS
Spinning off space technology into non-space uses
ESA BIC in operation (2017)
BIC Finland

ESA Technology Transfer Broker
Broker Sweden

Broker
Norway

BIC Estonia

Broker Ireland
BIC Ireland

Creating jobs
Boosting Europe’s
global competitiveness
Investing in local
economies

Broker UK
BIC Noordwijk
Broker Netherlands
Broker Belgium
BIC Flanders
Broker Germany
BIC Wallonie Redu
BIC Darmstadt
Broker Luxembourg

BIC Harwell

BIC Bavaria

Broker France

BIC Sud France

BIC Switzerland

BIC Prague
Broker Czech Republic
Broker Austria
BIC Austria
Broker Hungary

Broker Italy

BIC Portugal
Broker Portugal

BIC Barcelona
Broker Spain
BIC Madrid Region

BIC Lazio

Broker
Greece
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SPACE FOR EUROPE’S FUTURE
Business Incubation
18 ESA Business Incubation Centres (BICs) in 15 countries
500+ start-up companies created
140+ start-ups nurtured each year
Thousands of new high-tech jobs creating regional growth

1000
companies

Broker Network
16 Technology Transfer Brokers throughout Europe
320+ successful technology transfers
Supporting national industry to tap into available ESA space technology

200 new start-ups/year

Intellectual Property Portfolio
Around 150 leading-edge inventions
Around 450 ESA patents
All ready for commercialisation by European industry

140 new start-ups/year
500 companies

Investment Support
Venture capital fund
Investment fora and training

300 companies
100 new start-ups/year

Achievements and growth
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→ SPACE SOLUTIONS
ESA’s Technology Transfer Programme Office (TTPO) provides
space solutions – from space, down to Earth. Since the early
1990s, TTPO has promoted space technology spin-offs for downto-Earth uses across a wide range of activities. Developed initially
for Europe’s space programmes, many technological innovations
have turned out to be key to successful solutions for terrestrial
markets. The transfers boost Europe’s global competitiveness,
forge numerous start-up companies, benefit regional economies
and lead to new European jobs and growth.
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ESA Business Incubation Centres
One of TTPO’s principal initiatives is to support start-ups in the use of space
technologies and services. By the end of 2017, 18 ESA BICs will be operating in
15 European countries to inspire and support entrepreneurs to turn space-connected
business ideas into commercial companies, providing all the necessary technical
expertise and business-development support. Every year the centres support more
than 140 new start-ups, in addition to the 500 companies already fostered,
creating thousands of new high-tech jobs throughout Europe.

ESA Broker Network
TTPO has set up a Europe-wide Technology Transfer Network of 16 brokers
across ESA Member States. These work together with local industry and
national technology-transfer initiatives to spin off ESA space technologies into
non-space sectors. Leading-edge space technologies developed by ESA and
industry for spacecraft to cope with the severe challenges in space are often
readily available to be reused by non-space industry, in solving production
problems or providing new products or services for all of us.

ESA Intellectual Property
Each year, a vast array of innovative, highly sophisticated technologies and
applications are developed to support ESA’s space programmes and to ensure
Europe remains at the forefront in space exploration. Many of these ESA
developments result in Intellectual Properties (IPs) for top-notch technologies,
helping to keep Europe in the vanguard of innovation. Through TTPO, ESA makes
these IPs available for commercialisation in new non-space fields of application,
benefiting society as a whole.
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Technology Transfer Demonstrators
TTPO runs Technology Transfer Demonstrator projects to support companies to
demonstrate and verify the applicability of space technologies in new non-space fields
where there is potential for a strong commercial or societal benefit. The Demonstrator
projects focus on the technology, the related expertise from space, the processes and
the methodologies to narrow the risk in non-space commercialisation.

Outreach
TTPO supports university initiatives by giving students of European management
and engineering schools the opportunity to learn about the importance of
technology transfer and discover what it takes to turn space technology
breakthroughs into viable non-space businesses. These initiatives offer students
the chance to work directly with space technology and IPs and learn about the
exploitation potential for down-to-Earth applications. TTPO also participates in
the European Satellite Navigation Competition with the ESA Special Prize, an
award for the most promising satnav application that could be developed
quickly into a profitable business.

Venture Support and Training
TTPO supports ESA BIC start-up companies to find access to seed investments and
early-stage growth capital. Additionally, TTPO helps the start-ups with training for
investment readiness and company management. Venture support and investment
events are done jointly with EVCA (the European Private Equity & Venture Capital
Association), EBAN (European Business Angel Network) and other partners.
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‘space solutions’ Trademark
Many technologies originating from the European space programme
have already proven their worth in products for terrestrial use, such
as a space terahertz camera now used for airport security checks.
The ‘space solutions’ trademark has been created by TTPO to give
special recognition to products and services that make use of space
technology and space-provided services.

www.esa.int/ttp
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2004
Mathcomp Medical Systems

2005
Active Space Technologies
Bradford Instruments
HISTAR Solutions
InnerTV
J-CDS
Miramap
News’Uproduction
Ocean Going Phone Company
Omnidea
SAT Sports
Solar Sailor
Spasys
Thruvision
Virtunaut

2006

→ ESA BIC START-UPS
500+

start-ups supported to date

140+

new ones launching each year
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Astrocourier
Citynavigators
DISAPS
Gamma Services
IP Star
IPOTUBA
LeoSphere
Novimet
Senso System
Space Colour Systems
Space Synapse
Sport-Track
Star2Earth
Taitus Software Italia

2007
ANLU Navigation
Coltratech
Desert Express
EATOPS
EMXYS
ETA-MAX

ezCol
Human Space
iOpener
Maporama Mobile Tech
Mobzili
Posiris
Punchbyte
Samago
Selene Baby Care Innovations
Verimatic

2008
AC Sport
Bliin
Carbon Hero
EstrellaSat
FAST
MDUSpace
MetaSensing
Rotacional
Satmos

2009
Agrista
ALL4IP
BCAA
Blue Thread
B-OPEN
Enove
Food Process Innovation
FS-a
Galileian Plus
Geo-K
Giaura
IDS
Insiteo
IP Wetter
Ipaymo
LatitudeN
Leilak Bio Systems
MAVinci
Mobile Life

Modelon
Presence Display
RAPTECH
sportsCurve
Terradue
Yellow Tags

2010
AEVO
Atmosphere
audiohood
benjamin systems
Embia
Energi Etiche
Innovative Materials
INTEND Geoinformatik
Nabla Quadro
NHAZCA
nogago
PosiTim
SARMORE
SATOP
SemsoTec
Solenix
Tiramizoo
Treems
ViaLight Communications
wer denkt was
Wixta Industries

2011
3D-ONE
ANAVS
avionTek
Blackshore
Doss
Electrospinning Company
EM Electronic Machines
Federberg
Fire Suppression Inside
flinc
G2way

GPA
IDS Systems
Madyla
MapCase
MobileLoop
ordofood
PiMON
Publess
Radius Diagnostics
Scitech POB
Socratec
TANKERING.com
WASP-Logistik
woistwer24

2012
Airvionic
Aspira
Augmentation Industries
Avionics Control Systems
B4Bikes
Bennamann
Chilton Tech
E Canal
GeoCento
Geosat Technology
GreenSpider
GRYPHstar
Ideevolutie
Instant View
Intelligence on Wheels
Intersight
Isofleet
Lens R&D
L-One
M2 Power
Micronanics
Mobiliance
ND
Orbital Eye
Oxford NanoSystems
PPS

progenoX
rapidlasso
Selfly
Simplias
SubTeraNDT
Symbid
Tales
Teratech Components
Toogethr
Trakkies
Travel AI
Treevolution

2013
Airgloss
Alerion Technologies
Bodymonitor Systems
Bounts
CloudEO
datarella
ebuggy
Elbibi
ESNAH
Evertrust
Free-Linked
GeoMon
green spin
Head Communications
Hippercos
Icecream Cloud
iGeolised
Keit
LIV tech
NavQuest
Owl Tech
Oxford Micro Medical
Oxford Space Structures
potentialspaces
Precision Sports Technologies
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SellNews
Space Exe

Spectrum ARC
Survey Lab
TeamSurv
TPCM
VeaMea
Wanderfalke
Weathersafe
WxFUSION

2014
Aberklar
AGUILA Technologie
Airmems
Astradentium
AtSharp
Biosensing Technologies
Born Positiu
Connected Technologies
Coovia
Cornerstone
Cynsis
DAPCOM Data Services
eFarmer
E-Heli
Elements
FlightWatching
FLYOPS
Geospatial Insight
gfnork
Go11save
Hemav
IACTA
imajing
Innersense
Insect Research Systems
Instant System
IP Anywhere SL
JOHAN Sports
Kinexon
Lidre
Liinita
ManagePlaces

Mapskey
mobalo
MockUpStudio
moove-in
NavVis
Opt/Net Consulting
OSCARS
Personal GPS Solutions
POSITIF
Quantitec
Rescon
RocketMinds
Root Value
Sat4m2m
Scooterino
Sensors & Atmospheric Science
Sensovo
Smart Structures Solutions
Solartechno Europe
StroNGER
Sysveo
Teiimo
Terra Recovery
Terranis
ThingsOnAir
TrACkTICS
weRide
Whoog
Zippermast

2015
aBlaze
ACT
Active Aerogels
Alcan Systems
Almodis Solutions
Balamis
Biometric Credit Bureau
deeliva
Democrata
DomusRoja
D-Orbit PT

EMTech
Enerban
Esplorio
Familonet
Folkline Holding
Geocledian
GCCS
GigBug
Global Data Machine
graphmasters
Herding Cats
Innov’ATM
I-SEA
Lexalgo
Lilium
MKE Logistics
Motosmarty
myFoodMap
Nazka
North Europe 2012
Oxiway
PaxAnimi
Probelab
ReactiveRobotics
runfun
SBEDP-Izargolf
scoo mobility
Scooterino
seeCrop
Sensolus
SilicomLabs
Smart Structures Solutions
Social Charging
Spacepal
Syneidis
TerraLoupe
Traxxs
UkoWapi
Vemcon
Verasat
Vibygo
Wayz Solutions
www.esa.int/bic
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DEVELOPED FOR SPACE,
MADE FOR YOU
Space is an incredibly hard environment to work in: weightless, airless and with
daunting temperature extremes. The demand for systems that operate reliably
for years on end, with no chance of repair, presents a perpetual challenge to
scientists and engineers. The resulting technologies are in a class of their own,
offering valuable attributes to terrestrial industries as well.
ESA’s Technology Transfer Programme brings space technologies down to Earth
to the benefit of Europe’s industry and citizenry.
Some technology transfers occur when space manufacturers apply their own
knowhow to improve industrial components, products and processes for
terrestrial systems. But in many cases it takes effort to identify where a particular
space technology may be the right solution to boost industrial production,
provide an improved service or just a better product. Here ESA’s broker network
helps companies to find just the right space technology, or one of ESA’s
intellectual properties, that fits. Other transfers from space are used to create
successful new companies by entrepreneurs at ESA Business Incubation Centres.

SECTORS
Medical
Environment
Transportation
Communication
Sustainability
Industry
Entertainment
Information

ESA’s Technology Transfer Programme ensures that Europe’s reaching for the stars
leads in turn to a broader and more competitive industrial base, and improved
quality of life for European citizens. The short reports on the following pages
reveal what technology transfer looks like in practice.
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→ ARTIFICIAL HEART
Space reliability for a beating heart
Creating an artificial heart, based on miniaturised space
technology, has been described by its inventor as “more difficult
than putting a man on the Moon”.
The brainchild of visionary cardiac surgeon Professor Alain
Carpentier, the prosthetic is the result of 15 years of
collaboration with aerospace giant Airbus Defence and Space.
In 2008 Prof. Carpentier founded the Carmat company to
complete the work.
This device has to withstand the tough conditions of the body’s
circulatory system while pumping 35 million times per year for
at least five years. To create it, Carmat needed the ultimate in
reliability – and found it in the space industry.
Working closely with space engineers, the company took design
methodologies and testing strategies originally developed for
telecom satellites, which operate nearly 36 000 km away from
Earth for 15 years or more, and applied them to the heart’s 900
tiny components. Electronics derived from the control systems
that allow satellites to maintain their orientation in space
enable the heart to slow down or speed up based on its owner’s
exertion levels – just like the real thing.
With clinical trials continuing, a heart recipient returned home
from hospital in January 2015 to live a normal life.
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→ WHAT LIES BENEATH
Great Barrier Reef rises out of the water in 3D
Extending across 344 400 square kilometres of Australia’s Coral
Sea, the Great Barrier Reef is the world’s largest reef system and
the single biggest structure made by living organisms. Until
recently, much of it remained uncharted territory: only half of its
reefs had been mapped or surveyed in detail.
Deeper waters are much simpler and safer to map using
standard sounding methods than the reefs’ shallow shoals. So
German aquatic remote sensing company EOMAP, supported by
ESA BIC Bavaria, applied satellite technology to create a highresolution, 3D map of the entire reef system.
The company combined satellite optical imagery with tide
information. High-resolution images were selected showing
calm weather conditions, providing views down to 20 m depth.
Specialised software measured the amount of sunlight reflected
from the sea floor to derive depth.
The resulting map will help to protect this World Heritage Area’s
delicate ecology from threats such as pollution, fishing and
invasion by coral-eating starfish. It should also make navigation
safer – the region has seen more than 1600 shipwrecks.
All of the maps, at a resolution of 30 m, are available for
purchase, with a coarser version available free of charge. EOMAP
is now working on higher-resolution mapping, while also
planning use of ESA’s Sentinel-2 satellite to generate global
seafloor maps.
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1,5 km

3,9 km

Mean Sea level

5,8 km
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→ SUNSHINE MAPPING
Taking solar energy to new heights of efficiency
How sunny is it outside right now – not just locally but all
across Europe and the world? The answer to this question
guides the location of new solar power plants and assessment
of the performance of existing facilities.
Italian company Flyby srl makes use of weather satellite data to
map the amount of sunshine available for such sites. Besides
helping to optimise new investments, the company also
monitors whether solar cells are working properly, by comparing
in real time their actual electricity production with what could
theoretically be expected from the available sunshine.
The system takes data from the satellites and measurements
from a ground sensor. Any difference indicates the solar cells
are not working at their best and the system immediately

sends an alarm. Technicians can then be called in to remedy
possible faults.
Solar data from Meteosat satellites were originally made
available through ESA’s Envisolar project. The Agency’s
technology transfer broker D’Appolonia then helped Sonepar
Immobiliare e Servizi SpA, an Italian distributor of solar power
systems, to integrate Flyby’s solution into their systems, with
successful results for several plants in Italy.
With the participation of the Italian energy leader Enel, this
monitoring technology is now operational in three solar power
plants in Rome, Milan and near Messina. All sites have seen
production increases as malfunctions have been found and
corrected, leading the industry into a new era.
21
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→ A DRONE IN A SUITCASE
High view, surprising resolution for advanced land use
German start-up MAVinci offers satellite-quality remote sensing
at ultra-high resolution, down to a matter of centimetres. Its
solution comes in a box – an easy to assemble Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) named Sirius with a wingspan of less than two
metres that delivers upwards of 2000 geolocated images
per flight.
Originally hosted at ESA BIC Darmstadt, MAVinci received
technical support from ESA engineers on camera calibration,
attitude determination and the exploitation of satnav data.
The propeller-driven Sirius UAV produces visible, infrared and
3D images – and takeoff is simply a matter of throwing it into
the air.

22

The UAV’s own autopilot controls the aircraft from takeoff to
landing, using precision satnav to image a planned track, with
automated air traffic monitoring to avoid any collision risk. To
guarantee safety, a human pilot follows the plane’s progress,
standing ready to take over the controls at any time. Data from
multiple flight acquisitions can be mosaicked together to depict
the entire area of interest in a single block.
MAVinci’s UAVs have found uses all over the world, from tracking
erosion of canyons in Spain’s Andalusia region to surveying
open-cast coal mines in Australia, from creating a database of
cemeteries in the Czech Republic to inspecting pipelines in the
United States.
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→ THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE
Space Station camera brings new dimensions to Earth
Half a century on from humankind entering space, an ESAbacked camera produced live-streaming 3D images for the very
first time, showing off the International Space Station as never
before. More than a million people have since popped on
polarised glasses to watch the high-definition video on YouTube.
The Erasmus Recording Binocular family of cameras was
developed for ESA by Cosine Research in the Netherlands. ERB-1
flew with ESA astronaut Thomas Reiter in 2006, with ERB-2
reaching the Station in 2009. Cosine Research has now applied
its expertise to building a high-end line of terrestrial 3D cameras,
sold worldwide.
A new company, 3D-ONE, was spun off from Cosine to produce
cameras for the non-space market, customising them for needs
in areas as diverse as forensics, medicine, surveillance and
quality monitoring.
Install the camera over an operating table and hundreds of
medical students can follow every step of an operation in real
time, depth and HD vision. Place one over a conveyor belt to
identify any product irregularities instantly by measuring exact
sizes and shapes of the products passing beneath.
More recently, the camera has been upgraded with hyperspectral
imaging that can spot traces that are not visible to the naked
eye. For example, this technology could help the police obtain an
immediate forensic overview of a crime scene – the hyperspectral
technology could determine the age of blood traces immediately,
by colour alone. 3D-ONE was supported by ESA BIC Noordwijk in
adding to their cameras hyperspectral imaging technology taken
from Earth observation satellites.
24
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→ DID YOU KNOW?
Smartphone microjobs from an
ESA BIC start-up
Did you know that you can be paid for taking pictures
of damaged property or public infrastructure thanks
to a smartphone app from one of our incubator
companies?
AppJobber, from ESA incubator company ‘wer denkt
was’, is enabling just that. A community of 200 000
smartphone users can complete small paid tasks –
‘microjobs’ – across Europe. For example, the
Deutsche Bahn checks its rent-a-bike fleet, Motorola
verifies the introduction of its newest smartphone,
and TomTom keeps its map data current. With
AppJobber, companies can intervene quickly and
exactly where the problems are, helping them to
reduce their overall costs.
More on our 500 start-ups?
www.esa.int/bic
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→ JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE VIRUS
Black-hole hunter homes in on viruses
X-ray camera technology originally developed to capture views
of some of the largest, most energetic objects in the Universe –
such as supernovas and black holes – has been turned to
studying some of the smallest, including pioneering X-ray
imaging of an individual virus.
In question is the Mimi virus, among the largest known viruses
at 0.00075 mm across, and also one of the most complex.
Imaging was performed using an X-ray laser at Germany’s DESY
research centre in Hamburg.
The achievement opens the door to ultrafast physical, chemical
and biochemical processes at the atomic level. The X-ray laser’s

28

CCD camera came from the XCAM company, spun off from the
UK’s University of Leicester, using detecting technology originally
developed for ESA’s XMM-Newton space telescope. The company
designed and manufactured the camera within four and a half
months after the original camera supplier was unable to meet
the deadline.
XCAM also developed a new detector design concept now being
used at a similar facility in Japan. Other potential applications
include uses like medical X-rays or X-ray microscopy. But for now,
life sciences research, like that being performed on the viruses,
seems most promising. Brighter X-ray lasers in still-shorter pulses
should bring increasingly minute realms into view in future.
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→ COLD STORE
Cars that burn ‘clean’ hydrogen, just like the Ariane rocket
Hydrogen is an extremely green, clean-burning fuel – its only
emission is water vapour. However, it is also the smallest
molecule in the Universe, and correspondingly hard to hold on
to. To prevent it slowly venting away through its storage tank,
it has to be stored in liquid form at –253°C, for smooth feeding
into engines for burning.

Magna Steyr’s wealth of experience was then applied to a very
different high-performance vehicle, designed for Germany’s
autobahn. The company worked with German car maker BMW
to develop hydrogen storage tanks to fit in the boot of a BMW 7
Series saloon. This pilot project created a hydrogen-burning car:
the BMW Hydrogen 7.

When ESA was developing its hydrogen-fuelled Ariane
launcher, it turned to Austria’s Magna Steyr company to build
tightly sealed fuel lines and double-walled storage tanks
capable of trapping and holding liquid hydrogen, together with
liquid oxygen. The challenge was finding materials to prevent
evaporation of the liquid hydrogen.

A hundred cars were built, with some used to shuttle VIPs at
special events. Their highly insulated fuel tanks can hold
114 litres of liquid hydrogen for almost two weeks. Beyond that,
the liquid hydrogen gradually boils away.
For hydrogen to become a mainstream fuel, the challenge is to
extend this storage life – with the Magna Steyr tanks
representing a crucial first step.
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→ OPENING UP OFFSHORE
Boosting deep-sea installation safety
One of the biggest challenges of deep-sea oil and gas extraction
is to keep equipment safe and reliable for many years in the
harsh yet fragile environment beneath the ocean. Engineers
need all the documentation to hand, even if it was originally
produced years ago.
Whether for a satellite or an oilrig, every mega-scale project
generates large amounts of documentation, from designs,
calculations and testing to contracts or emails. The problem is
keeping track of it all, especially as software formats become
obsolete during the lifetime of a multi-decade project.
Seeking to simplify this process, ESA contracted Norway’s Jotne
Industrier to design a new application enabling engineers to
store and share everything about a satellite in a single database
and retrieve it as needed, from conception to decommissioning.
The TruePLM product lifecycle management tool is also proving
useful for ESA’s ExoMars mission, managing the vast amount of
information gleaned from the European Mars rover’s manufacture
and testing to save hours of engineer time per day.
Created with interoperable open software built to international
standards, TruePLM can translate all the formats used by different
software and computer systems. Any document remains
accessible throughout a project’s lifetime, rendering it futureproof.
Having served on pipeline infrastructure projects for Norwegian
energy multinational Statoil in the North Sea, it is now also
being used by Houston-based Oceaneering in developing an
advanced garage for a remotely operated underwater vehicle.
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→ CATCHING YOUR EYE
Perfecting laser eye surgery
The human body changes in space, including the workings of the
eye. In 2006 ESA astronaut Thomas Reiter and cosmonaut Sergei
Krikalev used an eye-tracking device during their expedition on
the International Space Station, to see how their eye movements
related to their sense of position and balance in weightlessness.
On Earth, if you look at a fixed point while moving or shaking
your head, your eyes automatically remain stable to give you
steady sight, guided by input from your gravity-sensing inner ear.
An international team led by Professor Andrew Clarke of Charité
Medical School in Berlin developed the eye-tracker to probe how
this reflex behaviour alters in weightlessness. Over the course of
four years of experiments, multiple astronauts wore the eyetracking helmet, which contains a pair of image-processing
modules to acquire stereoscopic images of the wearer’s eyes
without interfering with other work.
At the same time, Prof. Clarke’s team realised the eye-tracker had
terrestrial potential. Tracking the eye’s position without
interfering with the surgeon’s work is essential in corrective laser
eye surgery. The technology proved ideal for precisely directing a
laser scalpel, monitoring eye motion a thousand times per
second. Marketed through the Chronos Vision company, the
system is also being used for market research, tracking test
subjects’ gaze to see what attracts them.
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→ SAVING HISTORY
Digitalising precious Vatican manuscripts
Founded in 1475, the Vatican Library is one of the world’s oldest
enduring libraries, although some of the works housed in it are
much older still, dating back as much as 1800 years. Its collection
includes dozens of ancient manuscripts and codices from long
before the invention of printing, sufficiently delicate to risk
damage any time a reader touches them.
Keeping them preserved for future generations required
digitisation. But in what format? In this digital era, finding a
format that will survive through time is a big challenge facing
librarians and archivists the world over.
The Vatican found the answer in ‘FITS’, the flexible image
transport system, developed by ESA and NASA in the 1970s and
now storing mountains of data from almost all ESA’s astronomy

missions. It is an open-source format with more than three
decades of demonstrated longevity.
In a pilot project, part of the Vatican Library collection was
scanned into FITS files. The format lends itself well to the
Vatican’s fragile, ancient tomes: pressed against a plate of glass,
the old pages can be distorted, but scanner software developed
for the project automatically adjusts for the variation, resulting
in an accurate, flat image.
The secret of the format is that the instructions needed to read
the data are stored in the text header of the file. All the
information needed to decode the data remains in the file,
ensuring it can be decoded even a century from now, when
computers probably will be very different.
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→ DID YOU KNOW?
ESA invention ticking in your watch
Did you know that a new Omega watch is using an ESA
invention from space to manage your time better?
The Speedmaster Skywalker X-33 uses an ESA patent
to track events precisely, allowing the wearer to set a
date in the past or future down to the second and
have the watch calculate how much time has elapsed
or is left, providing a highly exact timing tool.
Learn more about our 150-odd inventions, protected
by around 450 patents in the ESA portfolio, which
are available for commercialisation.
www.esa.int/IP
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→ COLD FIRE
Cold plasma for your cleaning mission
Matter is generally thought to have three states: solid, liquid or
gas. But most of our universe exists in a fourth state: plasma.
This forms when a gas is heated to very high temperatures, its
molecules dissociating into ions and free electrons.
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sterilisation, cold plasma retains an excellent ability to kill
bacteria, fungi and viruses.

However, a ‘cold plasma’ at typically less than 40°C is possible
too, generated by microwaves. It has been investigated for more
than a decade within the weightless International Space Station.

With funding from ESA’s Technology Transfer Programme, the
Max Planck team developed a prototype cold-plasma hand
disinfection device. Now a broader range of cold-plasma
medical devices is being marketed through Adtec Europe Ltd in
the UK, including a device to speed up the healing of wounds.

Germany’s Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics
found that cold plasma’s component brew of electrons, ions,
agitated atoms and molecules, radicals, reactive species and
ultraviolet radiation had a valuable characteristic: just like
hot plasma, used for decades for high-strength medical

Unlike ultraviolet light, which only sanitises the surfaces it
shines on, plasma-charged gas cleans hidden cracks and
crevices, too. The team is now focusing on hospital applications,
but plasma could one day be used to disinfect toothbrushes
and razors in the home, process food or even treat tooth decay.
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→ SAFETY DRIVEN
Monitoring heavy-equipment operators in remote
mines
Their job is drive some of the world’s largest vehicles along the
world’s worst roads, over gruelling 12-hour shifts and in highaltitude conditions. Small wonder that the haul truck and loader
drivers at the El Brocal metal mine in the Peruvian Andes
sometimes slip up.
Yet with trucks weighing up to 180 tonnes, the size of a small
apartment block, being navigated along narrow, winding dirt
roads, even the smallest of mistakes could be a recipe for
disaster. With two thirds of serious accidents caused by driver
fatigue, the need was clear for an independent safeguard.
With the help of ESA BIC Noordwijk, Dutch start-up EstrellaSat
applied sensitive gyroscopes originally developed for satellites to
measure tiny changes in the vehicle’s motion, looking for telltale
signs of developing tiredness, and to warn the driver before he is
aware of it himself.
However, the company still needed a way to link the fatigue
sensors to supervisors who could make a decision when a driver
has had enough. Many mines sit in remote regions, without
mobile phone coverage. So, following advice from ESA telecom
engineers, a data link via satellite was set up to maintain a
constant connection.
Following extensive high-altitude trials, EstrellaSat’s Driver
Fatigue Management System was initially installed to cover
30 drivers operating 10 vehicles at El Brocal, and later extended
to 300 trucks. The company is now working to install their
system in a large mine in Botswana.
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→ SATELLITES IN THE DRIVING SEAT
Satnav steering for precision farming
Farmers traditionally keep a close eye on their fields, but
precision farming based on satellite data provides a whole new
dimension of knowledge, translating into increased yields and
lower costs for a given area of land.

agricultural machinery down to centimetre scale. This
accuracy far exceeds manual steering – even unskilled drivers
following the Navtronics guidance software can achieve nearperfect results.

Satellites combined with ground sensors gather information on
a farm’s potential as well as current crop status. Cultivation
instructions can then be prepared to produce crops more
effectively, for instance by limiting fertiliser use to those areas
that require it, or using precision mechanical weeding for
organic farms.

Navtronics, a spin-off from Dutch precision farming company
SBG Precision Farming, specialises in a technique called
‘realtime kinematics’ to sharpen the normal metre-precision
of navigation satellite signals. Normally the time delay
embedded in the signal is used to pinpoint the receiver, but
this new approach uses the time delay in the signal’s carrier
wave instead. This has a shorter wavelength and is therefore
more precise. A local base station receiver enables precision
measurements in real time.

The more precision the better in precision farming, so Navtronics,
a Belgian company, offers satnav guidance for tractors and
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→ VIRTUAL TEST DRIVING
Space start-up drives car safety
This Volvo – bedecked with detailed measuring sensors – is
about to go on a test drive, and the results compared with an
existing mathematical model, to help validate the model’s
forecasting of vehicle cornering, as part of an effort to improve
in-car safety systems.
The simulation libraries from German company Modelon are
being used by a growing number of manufacturers seeking to
reduce their development efforts by saving on the number of
prototypes needed in product development. In addition, they
often reduce the time to market.
Each library is built around the Modelica language and the
Functional Mock-up Interface simulation standard, both
developed with contributions and technological leadership from
DLR Oberpfaffenhofen’s Robotics and Mechatronics Center.
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The modelling and simulation libraries are used in product
design and testing, and include several elements from space
programmes like the Vapor Cycle Library developed to design
vapour cycle systems for heating, cooling and waste-heat
recovery on spacecraft. Modelon was supported during its
start-up phase by ESA BIC Bavaria.
Car companies were among the company’s first customers, but
its libraries have since been used to improve the energy
efficiency of aircraft, for modelling fuel cells, for hydro plant
solutions, and even by Toyota to design its i-REAL joystickcontrolled ‘personal mobility vehicle’.
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→ REMOTELY SENSING THE BRAIN
Space screening for Alzheimer’s
The human brain is among the most complex structures in
existence, containing of the order of 100 billion nerve cells –
the same number of stars making up a galaxy. Detailed analysis
is inherently challenging.

Typically, doctors analyse brain scans the old-fashioned way,
with the naked eye. But only medical experts can do this, and it
is a lengthy process. AlzTools aims to offer an easier and more
reliable method of screening the population at large.

Now Spanish computer scientists have drawn on years of
experience of developing analysis software for Earth
observation missions to help establish a simpler method for
widescale screening for Alzheimer’s disease. The AlzTools 3D
slicer tool, developed by Elecnor Deimos, is now being applied
to magnetic resonance images at the Medicine Faculty at the
University of Castilla La Mancha in Albacete.

Using the software, researchers focus on areas like the
hippocampus, where atrophy is associated with Alzheimer’s
disease. In the same way that software applied to a multispectral
satellite image can rapidly extract key indicators such as
vegetation biomass, AlzTools can quantify the volume lost in
such areas of the brain, and highlight the need for treatment.
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→ ART OF GLASS
Super-efficient glass for smart city windows
The Thames-side ‘More London’ complex is an extravagant
showcase of modern architecture, with its 10-storey ‘7 More
London Riverside’ building incorporating a 16 500 square metre
glass facade. The building has been rated ‘outstanding’ for its
environmental sustainability.
For such buildings, which are becoming more and more
common, it is important to use glass with improved insulation
properties to keep the building’s interior cool in the summer
and warm in the winter.
Thanks to the use of a very special space technology, a novel
coating reduces the heat transfer to just a third of that of 1980s
glass, while retaining light transmittance of 80% to reduce the
need for electrical lighting. The high-performance glass coating
process responsible draws on a sensor originally developed for
ESA to detect highly erosive atomic oxygen in low orbit. At the
altitude of crewed spacecraft, space is not quite empty but
teems with oxygen atoms moving at high speeds – eating away
entire thermal blankets of early Shuttle missions.
A version of that atomic-oxygen sensor is mounted on the
International Space Station today, while the spin-off company
ESCUBE in Germany is making that same technology available
to non-space markets. Their match-sized VacuSen sensor is
used by leading flat-glass manufacturer Interpane to optimise
the coating process to tailor their glass properties.
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→ DID YOU KNOW?
Brokering a space design for
heat protection
Did you know that steel workers can be extraprotected by special undergarments, thanks to thermal
material from ESA astronaut suits?
This transfer was triggered by the Swedish ESA
Technology Transfer Network broker, who spotted the
problem and realised that materials from space suits
could provide the answer. Contact was made with
Swedish company Björn Borg AB, which has come up
with prototypes for modern undergarments designed
specifically to cope with the extreme conditions of a
steel mill.

Learn more about transfers through the ESA Broker
Network throughout Europe:
www.esa.int/ttp
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→ LASER LINK
Data at the speed of light
In space, laser beams are fast becoming a workable alternative
to radio waves for transmitting large quantities of data.
Recently ESA’s Sentinel-1 satellite established a laser link with
Alphasat at a distance of almost 36 000 km, transmitting
images of Earth at a rate of 1.8 Gbit/s. In future, such laser
communications will be routinely enabled through the satellites
of ESA’s European Data Relay System.
So, if laser links are possible for satellites in relative motion at
multiple kilometres per second, what about adapting the
technology for aircraft in flight? That was the thinking behind
ViaLight Communications, a spin-off from the DLR German
Aerospace Center supported by ESA BIC Bavaria. The company

developed a novel system to transmit data from an aircraft to an
optical ground station at very high speed and from up to 100 km
away, as if they were tethered together by fibre optic link.
The technology has already been put to the test in a live
exercise. The company’s 7 kg Micro Laser Communication
terminal attached to a Tornado jet flying close to the speed of
sound transferred images to a ground station up to 60 km
away. The data rate achieved during the flyby came to about
1 Gbit/s, about a hundred times the standard for air-to-ground
communications. The terminal’s relatively low weight means
that ViaLight Communications believe it can serve on unmanned
aerial vehicles in future.
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→ MOVING A MONSTER
Satellite software animates Hollywood
This monstrous cyclops made his appearance in the
$300 million-grossing fantasy blockbuster film ‘Wrath of the
Titans’, rendered for the silver screen by the UK effects giant
Framestore. The software overseeing the smooth movement of
the monster’s body originated in a system for controlling
‘control moment gyroscopes’ aboard satellites, used to perform
attitude control. Used on the International Space Station and
Pléiades-1 Earth-observer, among other major missions, these
gyros consist of spinning flywheels, tilted using gimbals, to
turn a satellite in space.
Graduate student Alexandre Pechev worked on a Surrey Space
Centre contract to iron out ‘gyro singularities’ – particular
satellite orientations where gyros could not generate sufficient
torque. The software coordinated gyro motion to eliminate
these singularities. His system worked well but has yet to fly in
space.
But that hasn’t stopped a descendant of his software making
an appearance in a score of virtual worlds: Alexandre realised
its potential for smoothly controlling CGI characters. Thanks to
a grant from ESA’s Technology Transfer Programme, he
confirmed it worked as planned, and founded the IKinema
company to market it to video game and film companies,
including Fox, ILM and Disney.
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→ SPINNING IN THE WIND
Chasing wind patterns to optimise energy farming
Finding a good home for a wind farm is simple enough once
you know the way the wind is blowing. If new wind farms are
to be profitable, it is essential to understand local wind
conditions and identify the best possible site for each new
turbine.
Understanding the pattern of the wind can be difficult, because
trees, cliffs or hills affect its strength and direction. The
traditional method is to raise a mast to gather information
directly, but a French start-up in ESA BIC Noordwijk developed
a low-cost ground-based alternative.
The Leosphere company’s self-contained Windcube package
can measure wind profiles at a programmable range of heights
up to 5 km. It does this by using the laser equivalent of radar:
lidar. Windcube’s laser pulses are scattered by particles in the
air, such as dust, wind and aerosols, then bounced back to a
sensor, capturing atmospheric motion patterns.
The technology is taken from ESA’s forthcoming Aeolus mission,
which will do the same task except from space, to capture a 3D
map of Earth’s wind fields. Agency experts applied their Aeolus
experience to help Leosphere’s engineers optimise Windcube’s
performance, weight and protective optical coatings.
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→ BRAKING STRAIN
Testing train brakes with reentry technology
Considering that passenger trains weigh hundreds of tonnes
– while freight trains might weigh ten times more – it is no
surprise that Deutsche Bundesbahn checks the state of their
train brakes on a daily basis. They simply connect a new
automatic tester to the hydraulic brake clutches and select the
train type. The computer does the rest via a special sensor – a
spin-off from spacecraft reentry research – to verify quickly if
the pneumatic brake systems remain in good working order or
if they are leaking air.
The sensor owes its origin to the Hyperschall Technologie
Göttingen (HTG) company, which has worked for years with ESA
on simulating spacecraft reentries with their hypersonic wind
tunnel. As part of this work, the company developed flow
meters for precisely measuring the volume of streaming air.
HTG saw broader business potential in its flow meter
technology and contacted ESA’s German technology broker. The
broker set up a contact with train maintenance company FEW
Blankenburg GmbH, who were looking for technology solutions
for a new automatic train brake tester. HTG assisted FEW in
developing a tester with the space sensor technology. Deutsche
Bundesbahn bought more than 70 of the new testers and uses
them countrywide.
The same meters could also offer high accuracy in leakage
testing of pneumatic systems widely used on aircraft and cargo
ships.
HTG was awarded the ESA Space Spin-off Award for this
outstanding technology transfer.
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“Technology is
teaching us to be
human again”
Simon Mainwaring
Branding specialist
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→ SPACE SPIN-OFFS
Intelligent Earth solutions
We must take advantage of technology to better our lives
on Earth. With a global population of 7.6 billion – and
estimated by the UN to reach 9.8 billion by 2050 – novel
solutions are needed to create secure lives for us all. ESA’s
Technology Transfer Programme is making leading edge
technology from Europe’s space programme accessible.
Join us on our journey to build a spectacular future.
www.esa.int/ttp
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View from the International Space Station (ESA/NASA)
Vacuum chamber at ESTEC for testing spacecraft thrusters (ESA–G. Schoonewille)
View from ISS (ESA/NASA)
main: View from ISS (ESA/NASA)
top inset: Start-up company at ESA BIC Noordwijk, the Netherlands (ESA–G. Schoonewille)
middle inset: Brokering space technology into non-space business applications (ESA–A. Le Floc’h)
bottom inset: UV test facility at ESTEC (ESA–G. Schoonewille)
main: View from ISS (ESA/NASA)
top inset: Technology demonstrator presentation (ESA–A. Le Floc’h)
middle inset: The 2014 Entrepreneurial Challenge winning team from the Rotterdam School of Management,
Erasmus University (ESA–A. Le Floc’h)
bottom inset: (Rfischia | Dreamstime.com)
ESA Member States (source image: Flavijus | Dreamstime.com)
Ariane 5 ascends on 26 April 2015 (2015 ESA-CNES-ARIANESPACE/Optique Video du CSG–P. PIRON)
main: Alphasat in orbit (ESA–J. Huart)
top inset: Runners (Dmitriy Shironosov | Dreamstime.com)
bottom inset: Artificial heart with space technology and heart valves (Carmat)
main: Wreck Reef bathymetry (EOMAP)
left inset: Envisat image of the Great Barrier Reef off Australia’s Queensland coast
centre inset: Sentinel-2 (ESA/ATG medialab)
main: Solar panels (Topdeq | Dreamstime.com)
right inset: Meteorological world view (Eumetsat)
main: Orthophoto trial of test site (MAVinci)
left inset: Unmanned aerial vehicle scanning an area on Earth (MAVinci)
right inset: Remote control of unmanned aerial vehicle (MAVinci)
main: Watching ISS in 3D (ESA–G. Schoonewille)
top inset: Thomas Reiter using ERB-1 in a cyan–magenta 3D photo, 2006 (NASA/ESA)
bottom inset: ISS (NASA)
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centre inset: Mimi virus (T. Ekeberg–Uppsala University)
main: Ariane 5 (ESA–S. Corvaja)
inset: BMW Hydrogen 7 (BMW Group)
main: Oseberg Field Centre (Ø. Hagen–Statoil ASA)
left: ExoMars rover (ESA)
main: ISS (NASA)
inset: Cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev wearing ESA’s Eye Tracking Device on ISS (ESA/NASA)
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main: The Sistine Hall of the Vatican Library (M. Osmenda - Vatican Library | flickr | http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/2.0)
left inset: Scanning old books (Vatican Library)
right inset: Andromeda Galaxy in infrared and X-rays (ESA/Herschel/PACS/SPIRE/J. Fritz, U. Gent/XMM-Newton/
EPIC/W. Pietsch, MPE)
main: ISS (NASA)
inset: Speedmaster Skywalker X-33 watch (Omega)
main: Plasma globe (CERN)
left inset: Cold-plasma hand disinfection prototype (Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics)
right inset: SOHO’s EIT instrument shows the Sun’s emission at 171 Å during a solar eclipse (EIT Consortium–
ESA/NASA)
main: Mining at the El Brocal open pit mine near Cerro de Pasco in Peru (EstrellaSat)
top inset: Haul truck in open pit mine in Peru (EstrellaSat)
bottom inset: Telecommunication satellite
main: 30-satellite Galileo constellation (ESA–P. Carril)
left inset: Tractor guidance system (Navtronics)
right inset: Intelligent guidance based on satnav solutions tailored for agricultural precision farming (Navtronics)
main: Volvo researches new safety systems using spacecraft modelling tools (Modelon)
left inset: Model generated using the Vehicle Dynamics Library (Modelon)
right inset: ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter during tests (ESA–S. Corvaja)
main: Envisat environmental satellite (ESA/Denmann production)
left inset: X-ray computed tomography image of the brain (Natalia Merzlyakova | Dreamstime.com)
right inset: Bay of Naples, including Phlegrean Fields to west
main: ‘More London’ Development on the south bank of the Thames (Nigel Young / Foster + Partners)
inset: Atomic oxygen lights up the tail of Space Shuttle Columbia (NASA)
main: Work in a foundry (Singkamc | Dreamstime.com)
centre inset: Protective undergarments prototyped by Björn Borg for steel welders (Umbilical Design)
right inset: Christer Fuglesang participating in EVA on Shuttle STS-116 mission (NASA)
main: Sentinel-1 transmits data to ground via the European Data Relay Satellite (ESA/ATG medialab)
left inset: DLR ground station (DLR Institute of Communications and Navigation)
right inset: Tornado aircraft (DLR)
main: Canadian-built Special Purpose Dextrous Manipulator on ISS (NASA)
inset: Wrath of the Titans’ monster (IKinema)
main: Aeolus will provide global observations of wind profiles from space (ESA/AOES medialab)
inset: Measuring wind conditions by laser (Leosphere)
main: Train inspection (Deutsche Bahn AG–T. Heyer)
top inset: Atmospheric reentry demonstrator (ESA–D. Ducros)
bottom inset: German train (Deutsche Bahn AG–Jet-Foto Kranert)
Solar panel on ISS (NASA)
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